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A Y AC Contig Spanning the 
Blepharophimosis-Ptosis
Epicanthus inversus Syndrome and 
Propionic Acidemia Loci 

Abstract 
Blepharophimosis-ptosis-epicanthus inversus syndrome (BPES) is an autoso
mal dominant condition consisting of congenital dysplasia of the eyelids with 
a reduced horizontal diameter of the palpebral fissures, droopy eyelids and 
epicanthus in versus. Two clinical entities have been described: type I and type 
II. The former is distinguished by female infertility, whereas the latter presents 
without other symptoms. Both type I and type II were recently mapped on the 
long arm of chromosome 3 (3q22-q23), suggesting a common gene may be 
affected. The centromeric and the telomeric limits of this region are well 
defined between loci D3S1316 and D3S1615, which reside approximately 
5 eM apart. Here, we present the construction of a Y AC contig spanning the 
entire BPES locus using 17 polymorphic markers, 2 STS and 28 ESTs. This 
region of approximately 5 Mb was covered by 31 Y ACs, and was supported by 
detailed FISH analysis. In addition, we have precisely mapped the propionyl
CoA carboxylase beta polypeptide (PCCB), the gene mutated in propionic aci
demia, within this contig. Apart from providing a framework for the identifi
cation of the BPES gene, this contig will also be useful for the future identifica
tion of defects and genes mapped to this region, and for developing template 
resources for genomic sequencing. 

Premature ovarian failure and XX gonadal dysgenesis 
leading to female infertility have been reported in associa
tion with an autosomal dominantly inherited malforma
tion of the eyelids: blepharophimosis-ptosis-epicanthus 
inversus syndrome (BPES; MIM 110100) [1]. This asso
ciation distinguishes BPES type I from a second form, 
BPES type II, in which affected females are fertile and the 
transmission can be observed through either sex. Recent
ly, a defect responsible for BPES type II has been mapped 
to chromosome 3q22-q23 [2, 3]. The critical region for 

the gene location is supported by the observation of a 
translocation breakpoint in an affected patient, in the 
interval between loci D3S1615 and D3S1316 [4]. The 
marker D3S1549 maps between these loci and has also 
been shown to be linked with the disease in other popula
tions [5]. More recently, we have mapped BPES type I, 
which includes sterility phenotype in affected females to 
the same location [6]. To facilitate the cloning of the 
BPES gene, we decided to construct a Y AC contig span
ning the region marked by the loci most tightly linked to 
the disease. 
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Materials and Methods 

A set of 31 Y ACs, potentially residing in 3q22-q23, was directly 
derived from the information available in the public databases. The 
YAC clones were obtained from CEPH (Paris). Their chromosomal 
location and the presence or absence of chimerism was also estab
lished by FISH analysis. Cultures obtained from single colonies were 
grown in YPD medium. DNA was extracted according to standard 
procedures and used for FISH and PCR assays. For FISH analysis, 
human metaphase cells were prepared from phytohemagglutinin
stimulated lymphocytes. Digoxigenin-labeled probes were prepared 
by random priming, and hybridization was detected with anti-digoxi
genin-fluorescein Fab fragments and anti-mouse Ig-digoxigenin 
F(abh fragment. Chromosomes were stained with 4',6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole-dihydrochloride (DAPI). 

Seventeen polymorphic markers (D3S1590, D3S3696, D3S1549, 
D3S1316, D3S1615, D3S3528, D3S3617, D3S1576, D3S3554, 
D3S3586, D3S1309, D3S3637, D3S3641, D3S3684, D3S2453, 
G09845, GATA.A4A10) and two STS (D3S2699, G02623) were 
then analyzed individually and incorporated into the map. In addi
tion, twenty-seven ESTs obtained both from the Whitehead Institute 
Database/MIT and the Science map [7] (WI7255, WI6268, WI9675, 
A004D46, WI15160, WI11301, WI9039, SGC31992, WI14619, 
WI15777, WI13771, WI16892, WI13553, WI12317, IB400 
SGC31261, SGC32557, SGC32914, WI14004, WI15706, WI17961, 
WI6881, WI14084, WI6538, A004I40, A005Y32, stSG10017, 
A004B03), and DRES41 [8] were assessed for possible inclusion in 
the map. PCR primers and conditions for all of the markers were as 
described in the data banks. For DRES41 the following primers were 
used F-GAATTGTGAGCGGATAAC and R-GTTTTCCCAGT
CACGACG in a PCR reaction in which each cycle was characterized 
by 30 s for each step at 94, 56 and 72 o C. To reinforce the link 
between adjacent loci, inter-Alu probes were generated from individ
ual YACs using a PCR primer with the sequence 5'-GTGAGC
CACCGCGCCCGGCC-3' as previously described [9]. The products 
were eluted from agarose gels and subsequently used for hybridiza
tion to Hindiii digested DNA of all individual Y ACs. In addition, a 
eDNA selection clone (GT834) obtained by us from YAC 971C7 
(data not shown), was found to be identical to propionyl-CoA carbox
ylase beta polypeptide gene (PCCB) [10] sequences and precisely 
mapped within the contig. 

Results and Discussion 

The results on the exact chromosomal location of each 
Y AC and its integrity are reported in table 1. Two Y ACs 
clearly mapped on chromosome 3q22, three either in q22 
and q23, while the remaining others were in 3q23. Sixteen 
out of 28 (58%) of the YACs were chimeric. There was 
agreement between FISH data and hits reported in the 
data banks for each Y ACs, although in most cases our 
FISH data revealed information on YAC integrity. 

For the construction of the contig, we first focused our 
attention on D3S1549 and D3S1316 markers. Eighteen 
Y ACs were positive for marker D3S 1549, while 8 were for 
marker D3S1316. A compiled summary of the derived 
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Table 1. FISH results in the panel of Y ACs assembled in the 
present contig 

926B6 (1,420) 3q22 no 
926G12 (410) 3q22 no 
937G2 (1,500) 3q22-q23 no 
949A4 (1,710) 3q22-q23 no 
971C7 (410) 3q22-q23 no 
648G2 (490) 3q23 20q11.23 
649A2 (360) 3q23 no 
710G8 (1,790) 3q23 3q25 1q32.3 8p23.1 
711C1 (850) 3q23 6p23 12q15 
713D12 (1,510) 3q23 1p3l.l 6q14 
793F7 (1,430) 3q23 6q12 
809F4(NA) 3q23 13q14.3 14q21.3 

19p13.1 20p13 
825B3 (1,000) 3q23 13q22 15q14 
838A8 (1, 180) 3q23 no 
838Hl (1,200) 3q23 no 
855E4 (380) 3q23 16p13.117q23 
855E5 (1,430) 3q23 no 
865A1 ( 1, 130) 3q23 no 
897D2 (1,780) 3q23 11q21 
925B1 (1,070) 3q23 no 
926D7 (l, 100) NA 
930B6 (1,530) 3q23 9q21.3 16q13 
930G7 (1,150) 3q23 3p13 1p32 2p23 

4q34 5p15.2 5q32 
8q24.2 14q31 15q22 

935G12 (1,120) 3q23 6p22.2 7p22.l 15q15 
942C10 (1,090) 3q23 4cen 
942H7 (1,650) 3q23 no 
943C3 (1,180) NA 
946H12 (1,680) 3q23 4p12 6q26 
952A9 (NA) 3q23 11q13 
965A1 (NA) 3q23 4p15.33 6q22.2 14q22.l 
972A7 (1,330) NA 

The exact chromosomal location of each clone and the presence 
or absence of chimerism is reported. NA = Data not available. Y AC 
size (kb) is shown in parentheses. 

Y AC contig encompassing the BPES region extended 
from D3S3586 to D3S1590 is shown in figure l.lt is char
acterized by 14 polymorphic markers, 1 STS and 1 newly 
developed inter-Alu PCR probe (MRP 1 ), while eleven 
ESTs are reported in the upper part of the figure. The 
order of markers was established by the presence or 
absence of markers of a single Y AC, and by building up 
the number of overlapping clones. In addition, inter-A/u 
bands were used as hybridization probes confirming links 
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Fig. 1. Physical and genetic map with detailed picture of theY AC contig spanning the BPES critical region. Map is 
not drawn to scale. Y ACs are shown below and are represented by a continuous line, except when internal deletions 
are evident, indicated by dashed lines. Names of clones are those of the corresponding YAC libraries. Loci D3S2699, 
D3S1309, WI13553, WI12317, WI13771, IB400 SGC31261, SGC32557, SGC32914, WI15706, WI17961, WI6881, 
WI14084, WI6538, A004140, A005Y32, stSG10017, A004B03 and DRES41 were absent from the contig, while 
D3S3637 and D3S3684 being only singly linked to a given YAC were not included in the figure. The arrows indicate 
the most tightly linked markers and the corresponding BPES type in our sample [3, 6]. 

between adjacent loci. Some Y ACs contained internal 
deletions creating ambiguity in the marker order. The 
order presented assumed the minimum number of inter
nal deletions irrespective of the number of markers miss
ing in each gap. Loci D3S2699, D3S1309, WI13553, 
WI12317, WI13771, IB400 SGC31261, SGC32557, 
SGC32914, WI15706, WI17961, WI6881, WI14084, 
WI6538, A004140, A005Y32, stSG10017, A004B03 and 
DRES41 were absent from the presented contig. Marker 

BPES YAC Contig 

D3S3637 was present only on one Y AC (793F7), while 
D3S3684 was present on two (793F7 and 942C10), but 
their exact position remained unsolved. 

The results refined the relative positions of loci re
ported in the CEPH genetic linkage map [11] and inte
grated the data of the MIT (contig WC3.18) physical map. 
Some inconsistencies were detected by comparison with 
the CEPH linkage map. Markers D3S3641 and D3S3696, 
positioned 1 eM telomeric to D3S3617 and D3S1615 in 
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the CEPH map, now are inverted and placed centromeric 
to them. The relative position of the four markers is 
now solved, being D3S3641, D3S3696, D3Sl615, and 
D3S3617 from the centromere to the telomere. A quite 
complete concordance with the MIT WC3.18 contig was 
found. Nevertheless, since our contig is characterized by a 
high density of YACs between D3Sl316 and D3S1615 
markers, 15 different additional Y ACs as compared to 
WC3.18 contig, the data obtained allow to localize marker 
D3S1590 centromeric to D3Sl615 qnd D3S3696, while 
D3S3528 occurs telomeric to these loci. The order of the 
most telomeric markers D3S1316, D3S3554, D3S3586 
and GATA.A4A10 is not defined. The exact order of 
D3S3586 and G09845 could not be resolved, nor that of 
marker D3S3641 versus D3S1590. The link between 
D3Sl316 and D3S1576 was reinforced by an inter-Alu 
probe (MRPl) that was present in six YACs (965Al, 
943C3, 942H7, 972A7, 942C10, and 946H12). The 
eDNA selection GT834 clone, identical to PCCB gene, 
was precisely mapped between markers D3S2453 and 
D3S3528. This result allowed us to definitely assign pro
pionic acidemia, whose locus was approximately mapped 
to 3q21-3q22 [10]. A definitive marker order will be bet
ter achieved by physical mapping of theY ACs resulting in 
a consensus rare cutter restriction map. 

An estimate ofthe size of theY AC contig was made by 
summing the sizes of the smallest overlapping and non
overlapping Y ACs with no known deletions across the 
contig. By these means, the region covered is approxi
mately 5 Mb. This finding correlates well with the genetic 
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distances of the distant markers of this contig, which 
should be of about 5 eM [9]. The estimate size of the inter
val comprised between markers D3S1615 and D3Sl316, 
which narrow the BPES gene region, is of about 2.5 Mb. 
Seven ESTs are included in this interval, while an addi
tional4 are immediately outside it. They could be consid
ered as good candidates for BPES. 

In conclusion, this contig will be extremely useful for 
the identification of the BPES gene, which should lead to 
the understanding of the clinical variation of ovarian fail
ure observed in BPES. This will clarify whether the two 
forms of the disease are allelic or result as a contiguous 
gene syndrome. It will also allow the knowledge on how an 
autosomal gene controls both development and mainte
nance of ovarian function, features until now thought to 
be under the control of genes localized on the X chromo
some. Moreover, the contig described here will be useful 
for the future identification of defects and genes mapped 
to this region. Finally, the expressed genes localized with
in the contig and the reagents utilized in this work provide 
the first core of a transcriptional map of this chromosomal 
region. 
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